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Constitutional context

In terms of section 55 of the Constitution, the National Assembly establishing mechanisms of oversight - SCOPA is one such oversight committee

	The AGSA is established in terms of Chapter 9 of the Constitution to report to the National Assembly on the audit of national departments and public entities (and other institution or accounting entity required by national legislation to be audited)


Public Finance Management Act

The PFMA regulates the submission of accountability information to legislatures by requiring – 

	Accounting officers / authorities to submit, within two months after end a financial year, annual financial statements for auditing (the AGSA has two months from receipt of statements to audit)


	Executive authorities (EA) to table, six months after financial year-end, annual reports inclusive of the audit report


	In cases where there are delays in tabling, an EA must table a written explanation in the legislature setting out the reasons why, and the AG may report on the delays (section 65)


Background

Section 204 of the NA establishes the Public Accounts Committee

	Amongst other functions, the committee must consider any report issued by the AG on the affairs of any executive organ of state, . constitutional institution or other public body


	The committee has the normal powers of any NA committee, including the power to summon any person to appear before it to give evidence, or to produce documents, or require any person or institution to report to it


Owing to its volume of work (more than 250 report per year), SCOPA has established two work groups

	Most of the reports referred to SCOPA are tabled in September every year in terms of the PFMA deadlines


	The AG also tables two general reports and a number of performance and special audit reports


SCOPA METHOD OF WORK:

1. Tablings

Report tabled in Parliament and referred to SCoPA

	SCOPA updates its status report


	Untabled reports appear in AG section 65


2. Prioritizationl programme

SCOPA group review reports and agree about category (A,S, C)

a) A = dept with material findings, Disclaimer & adverse opinion (require hearing)

b) S = dept with qualified opinion, send queries to departments for written response 

c) C = departments with unqualified opinion (clean reports or immaterial findings)

Convener inform the plenary of the decision

3. Briefings

Secretariat distributes past transcript and resolution/s to members

	Researchers provide background notes and other pertinent information


	Where hearing is concerned, SCoPA normally request briefings from AGSA


4. Hearings

SCOPA invites the accounting officer for a hearing (copies the executive authority)

	Accounting officers attend the hearing accompanied by relevant support staff, e.g. CFOs; the AGSA is in attendance


	Should there be uncertainties during hearing, secretariat sends follow up queries to departments


REPORTING

5. Reporting

Researchers and secretariat draft SCOPA resolution taking into account audit findings and evidence given

	SCOPA Group, then Plenary considers and adopts resolutions


	Parliament edits and sends for publication in the ATC


	Table resolution to National assembly (house) for debate


	Speaker send resolution to minister (department)


	Scopa receive responses from the department


	AGSA follow up if findings SCoPA resolution, are being attended to by the department and reports in the general report


	SCoPA commences with next review cycle


SCOPA oversight cycle is as follows:

September to October: analyze and prioritize annual reports

	January to April: schedule hearings


	April to May: produce and adopt resolutions


	June to August: attend to other reports


WAY FORWARD

a) Revise 16th report as SCoPA future MoW

b) Prepare term plan (use 2008/09 as basis)

c) Confirm oversight programme for the rest of the year

Thank you 

Questions and discussion

